
 

Beijing undergraduates gather to mourn death of young classmate  
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Abstract (Abstract):  The scene at Peking University was tense last month as students gathered to mourn the
violent death of fellow classmate, Qiu Qingfeng, who was raped and murdered in Beijing's northwestern
suburbs on the night of May 19.  
"The school forbids the students from meeting at all, and we Tsinghua students (from the neighbouring campus
of China's top technical institution) were forbidden from entering the campus," commented one Tsinghua
sophomore. Tsinghua University did not itself forbid students from gathering to discuss the death, and many
joined their counterparts at Peking University in mourning the victim, who was remembered as "kind", "a hard
worker" and "an excellent student - third in her class".  
Although most students seem to support the "demand for dialogue" Peking University students are calling for,
some believe the death of a classmate to be a poor platform for other issues. "Both Tsinghua and Beida
students want to make some requests, to improve their conditions," commented one Tsinghua University
sophomore. "But a lot of students are too eager for immediate change. And they should not use the death of a
classmate to discuss their own situation like this."   
Links: Check Columbia Libraries for fulltext 
Full text: The scene at Peking University was tense last month as students gathered to mourn the violent death
of fellow classmate, Qiu Qingfeng, who was raped and murdered in Beijing's northwestern suburbs on the night
of May 19.  
The 20-year-old freshman, an International Relations major from Sichuan province, was heading back to
Changping, the university's alternate campus on the far side of Beijing. The incident happened as Qiu made a
40- minute walk from the nearest bus stop to the dormitory.  
News of Qiu's death was initially not released by university officials, but many students gathered anyway to
protest against the university's handling of the situation and to express their concerns on a range of issues from
inadequate housing to corruption among school officials. The school was on high alert for any signs of student
unrest in the run-up to June 4. In the days to follow, the student body began to learn of the crime. Distraught
and stunned by the news, which was spreading by word of mouth, Peking University students began to organise
vigils as well as to demand more information from school authorities. They were urged to disperse and forgo
any public displays of mourning. Students then turned to on- line chat-rooms to exchange information about the
crime.  
One particular poster in Peking University's Triangle, an area where students normally gather, was addressed
to the university president.  
"You must criticise yourself and make a public apology for the way you have handled this situation. Now we
know the blackness of your heart," the poster said.  
Students across the city have supported this view.  
"The school forbids the students from meeting at all, and we Tsinghua students (from the neighbouring campus
of China's top technical institution) were forbidden from entering the campus," commented one Tsinghua
sophomore. Tsinghua University did not itself forbid students from gathering to discuss the death, and many
joined their counterparts at Peking University in mourning the victim, who was remembered as "kind", "a hard
worker" and "an excellent student - third in her class".  
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The crime was followed by days of confusion and anguish among the students. On May 22, as more information
began to emerge, Peking University students organised a march from Tsinghua University. The following day,
university officials began to relent, releasing more information to the students about the crime and granting
official permission to gather in peaceful remembrance. That night, students gathered en masse.  
At the night vigil, the scene was sorrowful and tense. With more than 1,000 students in attendance, many in
tears and wearing white paper flowers, the university employed numerous plain clothes and uniformed police
and stringently checked identification at the university gates. They spoke, remembered the deceased, and
discussed their own future in a nation where proper mourning of a young classmate had become, some
commented, a crime.  
Although most students seem to support the "demand for dialogue" Peking University students are calling for,
some believe the death of a classmate to be a poor platform for other issues. "Both Tsinghua and Beida
students want to make some requests, to improve their conditions," commented one Tsinghua University
sophomore. "But a lot of students are too eager for immediate change. And they should not use the death of a
classmate to discuss their own situation like this."  
In the run-up to June 4, officials at both universities were careful to dissociate the protests with those of 1989.
Hu Fusheng, an associate professor of English at Tsinghua, said: "There is a huge generation gap between
students of today and those of 1989. Today's are only concerned about themselves, their own futures, getting
ahead, making money, moving to America, this sort of thing.  
"They do not have any interest in national politics, unlike the generation before them. They are not willing to get
involved, and they are not as responsible. They are, rather, quite selfish and I think last week's events proved
that."   
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